Product data
Inspections

A Siwertell installation in good condition is one of the keys to a reliable and
economical operation. The purpose of an inspection is to highlight any
problem areas/components not detected during regular maintenance, as
well as to improve the overall operation.
The visits will comprise mechanical or electrical inspections based on your
needs and the machine’s condition.

Benefits

Scope of supply

Planned maintenance is much cheaper
than unplanned. If you have a proactive
approach to maintenance you will have
fewer breakdowns and service labour and
spare parts can be planned well ahead
of critical replacement dates, which will
reduce costs.

A comprehensive inspection of the
equipment is made by experienced
Siwertell supervisors. During a mechanical
inspection a mechanical, hydraulic and
safety examination, as well as a visual
electrical inspection is made.

The equipment’s performance is improved
by ensuring that the machine settings
are optimal and that the highest possible
unloading/loading capacity can be
maintained. The safety of you machine will
be reviewed with inspections by Siwertell
supervisors.

At an electrical inspection the whole
electrical system is checked including
motors, electrical power and signal supply,
radio system, cables, and sensors.

For a more specific description of a typical
mechanical or electrical inspection, contact
us and we will send you the information.

Electrical inspections are performed by our
specialised electrical supervisors. Not only
defects, but also signs of future possible
defects may be noted. Comments on
maintenance and operational issues may
also be made.

Contact

Siwertell works closely together with representatives on all
continents. Please contact our head office below and we
will direct you to your local Siwertell contact.
Siwertell AB
P.O. Box 566 Gunnarstorp, SE-26725 Bjuv, Sweden
+46 42 85800
sales@siwertell.com
siwertell.com
The Siwertell product portfolio includes ship unloaders, mobile ship unloaders,
ship loaders, horizontal and vertical screw conveyors as well as complete dry
bulk terminal solutions. Virtually any dry bulk cargo can be handled and all
Siwertell solutions are designed to ensure sustainable, efficient and safe cargo
operations. Siwertell is part of Cargotec Corporation.
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Wear and tear can be attended to in an
orderly fashion instead of it leading to
breakdowns. Investment in an inspection
will be paid for even if only a few days
downtime are avoided.

An inspection report will be issued
including comments on each part
inspected, and any need for special
attention, maintenance, repair or
upgrade is described. The description
includes recommendations if any further
investigation or assistance from Siwertell is
needed. The report also specifies any need
for training.

